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Major parts of the national conversation, citizen-citizen and 
political elite-citizen interactions, takes place on social media


More interaction between different classes and groups on-
line than off-line (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2017)


- but digital interaction often more hostile and confrontational 
(Mutz, 2006, 2015)


What does this do to political discourse? Social media 
natural place to understand elite-citizen and inter-citizen 
relations

Large-Scale Social Microdynamics: 
The national conversation



Do citizens’ views drive politics? Or do elites set the stage? 


How does the ubiquity of opinion and preference sharing 
affect social relations and friendships?


Look at how high salience events affect friendships 
Quantity and quality of interactions


Why we need research into social media  
- and how to do it in a sustainable way! 
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Large-Scale Social Microdynamics: 
The national conversation



Do citizens’ views drive politics? Or do elites set the stage? 


How does the ubiquity of opinion and preference sharing 
affect social relations and friendships?


Look at how high salience events affect friendships 
Quantity and quality of interactions


The ethical imperative of research into social media  

Large-Scale Social Microdynamics: 
The national conversation



Political discussion in 
Denmark

Some surveys find that Danes are more willing to discuss politics with 
family members than with colleagues; on the other hand, only less than 10 
% never discuss politics with their work-place colleagues


Levinsen & Yndigegn (2015) report that young Danes are reluctant to 
discuss politics when disagreeing; data from Election Surveys suggest that 
work-place colleagues discuss politics less than in 1970s and 80s. 


Political disagreement between citizens could nurture political discussion 
and democratic engagement - but most people are not comfortable with 
discord 


• seek out likeminded friends and acquaintances


• stay clear of discussing politics if views known to be divisive



Issue salience and discord
Baldassari and Bearman (2007): Do political issues polarize our 
                                                        personal and public relations?  
Proposition: Most issues are not polarizing … 
                     … but salient (takeoff) issues often are 


This means: We can, in our everyday social lives, to some extent avoid 
topics of discord - but not during high saliency of a polarized issue


Social media makes it harder NOT to know friends’ and acquaintances’ 
views on salient issues - where they are more likely to be voiced


-> How is the dynamic relationship between politics and our social 
networks affected by the ubiquity of information on friends’ views and 
opinions?



Data

Collected the public activity >200.000 Danish Facebook 
pages (politicians, public figures, news media, etc) from 
2008 – 2018; API, under Terms of Use


> 75 million posts, 4.3 billion likes,  
700 million comment, 70 million tags


Denmark has almost full coverage of Facebook usage: 
approx 90 % of adults are on facebook (3.6 million).
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Operationalizations I
How to measure ‘friendship’ on social media


• Facebook friends? social media ties are static (unfriending is 
rare) and superficial (expresses one time meetings), e.g. 
Bryant and Marmaros (2010, 2012)


• Tags: “… tag your best friends or who you want to share this 
with”, “[TAG], this is just us”, “I would bring [TAG], since she 
is my all time best friend”


The sentiment and tone of public discourse


• Simple sentiment analyses vs. supervised learning based on 
hand-coding of comments and exchanges (hostility, warmth, …)



Operationalizations II
Gender and ethnicity: Name-based methods


• Gender: Matching first names to goverment approved list of 
names.


• Ethnicity: The name-prism API (Ye et. al 2017, q thanks to Prof. 
Steven Skiena). 


Political affiliation


• Inferred from FB-users likes of 1.500 politicians mapped to party – as 
validated by Bond & Messing 2015.


• 1.9 million Danish users (out of 3.6 million FB-users) have publicly 
expressed their support for a politician



Preview of patterns

Salience measured by Google Trends



Share of tags within own political wing 
decreasing



… while share of tags from ethnic Danes 
to Muslims also decreasing

cross-group tags





Preview: 
Sentiment and Tone across groups



Results, so far
Within-majority group polarization decreases at the same time 
majority-minority relations become more strained


Majority group consensus on immigration and refugees makes 
ethnicity and refugees a more contentious topic


The ubiquity of information - in your face - promotes homophily, 
not deliberative democracy and civilised discourse  


At present:  
hand-coding comments for detailed sentiment, tone: irony, warmth, 
hostility, information exchange -> supervised learning 
event studies: what happens around “spyttemanden”, elections, 
etc.



The importance of 
(studying) social media  

Processing personal information is a key instrument of 
social media organizations’ business models


[ Senator Orrin Hatch: “How do you sustain a business 
model in which users don’t pay for your service?”


Mark Zuckerberg: “We sell ads, senator” ]


… but Cambridge Analytica / Russia / … 


Politicians and regulators: Social Media are infrastructures - 
and should be regulated as such



– King and Persily, A New Model for Industry-Academic Partnerships, April 9, 2018

“One might reasonably wonder whether now is, in fact, the 
time to discuss a data sharing program between internet 
companies and academics. Concerns about privacy are 
rightly at the forefront of everyone’s mind in the wake of 
recent revelations. After all, the most notorious recent 

scandal began with a breach by an academic (acting as a 
developer) of a developer’s agreement with Facebook, 

which barred his sale of the data to a for-profit company. 
That scandal is an academic scandal as well.  

 
Yet, for this reason, now is precisely the time to have this 
conversation and to set up structures that protect users’ 
privacy while allowing independent academic analysis of 
social media data. If we do not set up these institutions, 
only the firms themselves will have access to the data on 

some of society’s most pressing challenges, including, 
most immediately, the impact the new social media 

environment has on democracy.”
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The Ethics of (Not?) Doing 
Social Media Research

2010: Is it ethical to do research on people’s personal 
information collected from Facebook? (“But the data is 
already public …”)  


2018: Can we ethically defend NOT to use social media data 
for research? 


We need models for doing it: Cf. King and Persily - How do 
we establish and fund institutions that allow analyses that 
can track what social media can do?



The Ethics of (Not?) Doing 
Social Media Research

Center for Social Data Science (SODAS) @ UCPH is working to 
develop a strategic partnership on ‘Big Data’ with Statistics 
Denmark


SODAS grew out of Social Fabric (The Copenhagen Network 
Study) -> experience in handling very detailed, personal level, high 
frequency social media data


(SODAS = Anthropology; Economics; Psychology; Political 
Science; Sociology + DTU)


DST has 40+ years of experience in handling and providing access 
to (sometimes sensitive) personal data to the research community 
AND handling corporate big data



Thanks! 
ddl@econ.ku.dk 

sodas.ku.dk


